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Stocks Fall Amid China Worries; Dollar Holds Gains: Markets Wrap 

Stocks in Asia retreated Friday amid growing concerns about a slowdown in China and policy makers’ 

steps to address it. The dollar held gains from overnight, when the Federal Reserve reinforced 

expectations for further interest-rate hikes. Treasury yields edged lower. Equities in Hong Kong and 

China led losses in the region, with financial shares doing particularly poorly following news that 

Beijing plans to set quotas for banks to pump credit into private companies -- a heavy-handed move 

that some fear will boost non-performing loans. Softer Chinese producer-price gains, weak car sales 

and a disappointing outlook from a top online travel company rounded out the bad news… Stocks in 

Asia retreated Friday amid growing concerns about a slowdown in China and policy makers’ steps to 

address it. The dollar held gains from overnight, when the Federal Reserve reinforced expectations 

for further interest-rate hikes. Treasury yields edged lower. Equities in Hong Kong and China led 

losses in the region, with financial shares doing particularly poorly following news that Beijing plans 

to set quotas for banks to pump credit into private companies -- a heavy-handed move that some 

fear will boost non-performing loans. Softer Chinese producer-price gains, weak car sales and a 

disappointing outlook from a top online travel company rounded out the bad news. – Bloomberg 

Fed leaves rates unchanged, says US economy strong 

The US Federal Reserve held interest rates steady on Thursday but remained on track to keep 

gradually tightening borrowing costs, as it pointed to a healthy economy that was marred only by a 

dip in the growth of business investment… The statement overall reflected little change in the Fed’s 

outlook for the economy since its last policy meeting in September. Inflation remained near its 2% 

target, unemployment fell, and risks to the economic outlook were still felt to be “roughly 

balanced”… US stocks, which had rallied broadly on Wednesday after the results of the US 

congressional elections, turned lower as the Fed’s statement offered no indication the central bank 

might slow the pace of its rate increases. The dollar also weakened against the euro and yen and US 

Treasury yields held near the day’s high. The 10-year Treasury note yield, a benchmark for both 

consumer and business borrowing costs, was 3.23%, around the highest since 2011. – Bloomberg 

EU sees risks mounting in an economy already under pressure 

Global trade tensions, Italy’s fiscal battles and U.S. overheating pose risks to the euro-area economy, 

the European Commission warned as it lowered its forecast for the coming year. While the list of 

threats in the commission’s report aren’t a surprise, they come amid mounting signs of a persistent 

slowdown in the eurozone. The European Central Bank has said growth is merely stabilizing at a 

more sustainable pace, but there’s a question of whether there’s worse to come. The commission 
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sees the 19-nation economy expanding 2.1% this year. For 2019, it sees growth slowing to 1.9%, 

down from 2% forecast in July. “Uncertainty and risks, both external and internal, are on the rise and 

start to take a toll on the pace of economic activity,” EU Commission Vice-President for the Euro 

Valdis Dombrovskis said. – Fin24 

A Fifth of China's Housing Is Empty. That's 50 Million Homes 

Chinese President Xi Jinping’s mantra that homes should be for living in is falling on deaf ears, with 

tens of millions of apartments and houses standing empty across the country. Soon-to-be-published 

research will show roughly 22 percent of China’s urban housing stock is unoccupied, according to 

Professor Gan Li, who runs the main nationwide study. That adds up to more than 50 million empty 

homes, he said. The nightmare scenario for policy makers is that owners of unoccupied dwellings 

rush to sell if cracks start appearing in the property market, causing prices to spiral. The latest data, 

from a survey in 2017, also suggests Beijing’s efforts to curb property speculation -- considered by 

leaders a key threat to financial and social stability -- are coming up short. – Bloomberg 

Putin Resurrects the Soviet Super Chicken 

Vladimir Putin is breathing new life into the chicken that kept Russians fed in the dying days of 

communism. The project is a hedge against potential U.S. food sanctions and a challenge to the two 

western breeders that supply all of the nation’s commercial  strains…  The goal is to fill any shortfall 

created by U.S. curbs on shipments of the eggs and chicks that eventually become Russia’s main 

source of protein. The U.S. hasn’t threatened to include food in the penalties it started imposing in 

2014, at least not publicly. But Fisinin, who was born on a collective farm in Siberia on the eve of 

World War II, said his country needs to prepare for the worst when dealing with an increasingly 

unpredictable White House… Russian companies spent an estimated $100 million last year buying 23 

million third-generation chicks from the breeding centers that Cobb-Vantress and Aviagen operate 

inside the country. Those chickens in turn laid almost all of the 4.2 billion eggs that grew into broilers 

on Russian farms, eventually yielding more than 4 million metric tons of meat, according to Fisinin. – 

Bloomberg 

Ramaphosa slams policy uncertainty, praises African Free Trade area at investment forum 

There is an urgent need to resolve problems that keep investors away from Africa, and address 

governance challenges such as policy uncertainty and corruption, President Cyril Ramaphosa said on 

Thursday… Delegates at the three-day investment forum include 20 heads of foreign states and 

several CEOs of top companies. It is aiming to attract investors, and and unlock investment 

opportunities on the continent. Ramaphosa said that, in order to achieve large scale and meaningful 

investments, there should first be policy and regulatory certainty… The Investment Forum comes 

after Ramaphosa hosted a South African Investment conference in October, where companies 

pledged to invest some R290bn. Earlier in the year the president announced a drive to raise $100bn 

of new investment in South Africa over the next five years to kick-start South Africa's stalling 

economy. – Fin24 
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Stats of the Day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Releases 
Local Time Country Indicator Name Period 

03:30 China (Mainland) PPI YY Oct 

03:30 China (Mainland) CPI YY Oct 

03:30 China (Mainland) CPI MM Oct 

15:30 United States PPI Final Demand YY Oct 

15:30 United States PPI Final Demand MM Oct 

15:30 United States PPI exFood/Energy YY Oct 

15:30 United States PPI exFood/Energy MM Oct 

15:30 United States PPI ex Food/Energy/Tr YY Oct 

15:30 United States PPI ex Food/Energy/Tr MM Oct 

17:00 United States U Mich Sentiment Prelim Nov 

17:00 United States U Mich Conditions Prelim Nov 

17:00 United States U Mich Expectations Prelim Nov 

17:00 United States U Mich 1Yr Inf Prelim Nov 

17:00 United States U Mich 5-Yr Inf Prelim Nov 

17:00 United States Wholesale Invt(y), R MM Sep 

17:00 United States Wholesale Sales MM Sep 

17:30 United States ECRI Weekly Index 29 Oct, w/e 

17:30 United States ECRI Weekly Annualized 29 Oct, w/e 

Source: Thomson Reuters 

 



Market Overview 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

 

 



 

 

For enquiries concerning the Daily Brief please contact us at  

Daily.Brief@capricorn.com.na 

 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this note is the property of Capricorn Asset Management (CAM).  The 

information contained herein has been obtained from sources which and persons whom the writer 

believe to be reliable but is not guaranteed for accuracy, completeness or otherwise. Opinions and 

estimates constitute the writer’s judgement as of the date of this material and are subject to change 

without notice. This note is provided for informational purposes only and may not be reproduced in 

any way without the explicit permission of CAM. 
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